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At the European level there is no qualification
recognition in the meat industry sector. It could be any
certification in the enterprises but not in the social
agents field.



There is no degree certificate in Europe, neither a body
who be competent in the recognition of qualifications.

3. Need of a recognition and accreditation
model.


From the EFFAT point of view it’s needed to arrange an European
qualifications recognition licence, due to the increase of migrant
people in the sector.



A professional accreditation can be beneficial for the workers of
the new European East countries. This tool would be useful to

recognize their professional qualification.


It’s recognized that this accreditation improves the free mobility
for workers. The mobility is a right and it can not under the

control of the states. The non governmental organizations have a
main role in this sense.
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Model of certified (1)
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Europass: there is an agreement about the use of the Europass
model and it’s not considered suitable to do new contributions.
Promoter: the social organizations who can promote the certified
are: social agents, public bodies, the enterprises, ect.
Collective negotiation: it’s need to exist a link with the
collective agreement.

Model of certified(2)
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Identification of the enterprises and kind of enterprises.
Kind of post of working.
Description of the needed competences in the sector.
Definition of the qualifications recognition process.
Identification of the staff who will assess and develop the
qualification identification process.
List of the degree, experiences and previous prove which will have
in count.
Emission of the competences licence.

